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extremely nice people that are curious, creative and talented doing their own thing while ex-
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a better you."

Also, only spend time with people, in places and through experiences that make you want to be

life is extremely short and It’s never too early or too late to be amazing, bold and adventurous.

I would tell my 22 year old self:

I learned the hard way:

"Question everything, I mean everything, be a lifelong learner, and never lose the curiosity of a

The best advice I ever received:

Regardless of being paid like a NHL first draft hockey player, and returned home with a lifetime of

Michigan to meet the Chairman. After my knees stopped shaking, I hung around for a couple

you're offered a seat on a rocket ship, don't ask what seat! Just get on.

program in fourteen countries. It was like being pulled off a tricycle and thrown in the cockpit of a

It takes local investors to connect with talented entrepreneurs seeking funding for new ventures

by connecting founders and funders in a quick and fun way through our pitch and mix events for

It takes local investors to connect with talented entrepreneurs seeking funding for new ventures

Investors in the room can also readily find back-story and entrepreneur resumes without leaving

with our pitch and mix events for Investors in the room can also readily find back-story and

entrepreneur resumes without leaving our event.

The ICE experience has been awesome! We have a fantastic group of mentors who want to

How did the ICE experience shape your venture?

back and begin shaping our final production model based on the needs and wants of our mar-

mechanical engineers and one software engineer.

What has been your greatest achievement so far?

Initially, we won an ICE PlanIt competition. Other than that, we’ve been internally funded thus

far.

How did you initially gain funding?

Since we are all engineers, we were initially worried about being able to hit all the business

Did you have any concerns beginning your venture?

add functionality to the system to suite their needs

Anyone else that needs to make repeated measurements or inspections. Simply place an ob-

Who is your startup for?

There is no easy to use automated device to target

The idea came from first hand experience of watching people in many different industries who

Where did your startup idea come from?

significantly more affordable cost that any other product out there.

RapidSight is an automated microscope which will relieve the pain of staring through an eye-
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